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To ensure a FlowTube solution is successful it is advisable that sensible planning is implemented before any building or assembly
commences.
The most important stage of planning is the design phase as this takes into consideration both the application and function of the
solution and any safety implications.
But, before design begins, some basics must be understood, such as the component names, their respective functions and
dimensions.

TERMINOLOGY

It is quick to become familiar with terminology: ‘G’ joint components are joined together to form a
number of ‘GA’ assemblies, for example a GA-1 is made from 2x G-1’s.

G-1
[GA-1]

G-1
Some versatile joint components e.g. G-2 can be used as part of a number of joint assemblies
e.g. GA-2, GA-3, and GA-5. But this means the assembled number doesn’t always correspond
to the component number; for example GA-3 is made from 2x G-2’s and 1x G-4. The metal joint
assemblies section of the catalogue shows the correct metal joint components to order, as well
as the correct fixing bolts and 'T' nuts. All items are ordered and supplied as components, not as
assemblies.
[GA-2]

[GA-3]

[GA-5]

GP adaptors are associated with track and ‘GS’ adaptors with tube.
GP-B
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COMPONENT
APPLICATION

Planning ahead will ensure a successful solution is produced with minimal effort and waste.
FlowTube has the capabilities of producing various solutions to a brief, but design factors such as
ease of adjustability can be built in using design for assembly techniques, or the ability to add to
the design post-build for continuous improvement. These factors may be a simple case of asking
which orientation is the joint going to be used to gain the maximum benefit.
For example a three-way tube assembly may be achieved using the GA-2 joint assembly in
different orientations to give different application benefits.

Max joint
strength – tube
terminates
into the
joint, vertical
dimension is
fixed

Tube
terminates

Rotating the
joint 90 degrees,
the adjustability
is in a different
axis

Adjustability
Adjustability

DIMENSIONS

Tubes are nominally 28mm in outer diameter, joints 28mm in inner and 33mm in outer diameter.

FlowTube solutions are dimensioned to tube centres, as if wireframe assemblies.
2300 overall

54 [clearance]

54 [clearance]

1840 [overall]

Front
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DIMENSIONS

Most tube lengths are terminated within a joint ‘Head / Tail’, and so their lengths are calculated as
joint centres minus 70mm (2x35mm).
Joint Tail

Joint Head

L1

Tube Length (l) = L2 – 100 mm
Tube Length (l) = external dimensions (L2) – 100mm
Or
Tube Length (l) = L1 – 40 mm
Tube Length (l) = internal dimensions (L1) – 40 mm
Or

L = 1000 (Centre width of rack)

Tube Length (l) = L – 70 mm
Tube Length (l) = Rack Centre dimensions (L) – 70
mm

L2
The dimensions given are 'practitioner’s dimensions' I.e. they are rounded with practical considerations in mind
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ROLLER TRACKS
GRADIENTS

Typically roller track is installed at 6% (~3.5°) gradient. This should be adjusted to suit application,
e.g. box type, weight and track length.

X
nom Track Length

Example :
Height = Track Length Used x Gradient Required
Where
Height
=X
Track Length = 1200mm
Gradient
= 6%
X = 1200mm x 0.06 (6%)
= 72mm

Gradient (%)

Degrees (%)

1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
40%
50%
100%

0.6
1.2
1.7
2.3
2.9
3.4
4.0
4.6
5.1
5.7
8.5
11.3
14.0
16.7
21.8
26.6
45.0

The depth of the racking (front to back distances), is determined by the wheel pitch (distance
between wheel centres) of the track i.e. every 36mm for the GP4036A track.

DESIGN OPTIONS

Select components from the FlowTube product range to best suit the application.
Below for example is a guide for selecting the best castor / feet options.
APPLICATION:
Rack, bench trolley,
display stand etc…

MOBILE

LIGHT DUTY:

HEAVY DUTY:

PERMANENT:

Insert castors
(e.g. 3” or 4”)

Use plated castors
(4”, 5” or 6” wheel)

Floor fix to ground with
stanchion mounts

SPECIFICATION:
• Type – Fixed, Swivel, Swivel Braked
• Load rating
• Wheel material e.g. Non marking / Nylon / Rubber
• Wheel size (3”,4”,5”)
• Thread spec metric/imperial
• Speed
• Travel per day

www.FlowTube.com

FIXED

THREADED INSERT
ADJUSTABLE FOOT:
• Height of thread?
• Metric or Imperial?

N.B. Mobile units requiring to be towed by mechanical means need
additional reinforcement. For further details contact Flowstore Systems.
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ERGONOMICS

The ergonomics of the system need careful planning to ensure safe use and efficient operation
are achieved. Working heights, picking heights, bending and reaching limits etc. for the most part
are the responsibility of the company using FlowTube; some cover this in their own Health and
Safety policies.
Refer to the Manual Handling Regulations for guidance.
The HSE web site can provide resources: http://www.hse.gov.uk/index.htm

DESIGN CONCEPT
AND PLANNING

1270 (Ideal ergonomic max)

840 (Ideal ergonomic min)

1235 tube length

330 tube length

Process
The simplest method to assess suitability for the product and subsequent design is based around
a set of questions and instructions. This process is iterative and will ensure highest quality in the
finished product.

An initial sketch is useful at this point, concentrating on the horizontal spans and vertical lengths
within standard guidelines for tubes and roller tracks. It is worth noting that good design practice
avoids cantilevered loads where practical, as this may unbalance or topple the rack.
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DESIGN CONCEPT
AND PLANNING

Define Unit Loads/Weights Required
The second step is to look at how much load is to be applied. Firstly define a weight per level,
combine this for multiple levels to give a complete unit loading.
As a rule of thumb the framework self-weight will be 20% of the complete unit loading. Adding
the complete unit load to the framework self-weight will produce a total load to be supported.
Heavily loaded racks require maximum specification of tube and castors. If this load exceeds
1000kg, the unit is most likely too large and alternative applications may be more suitable.

For a simple initial estimate, allow 80kg per joint used, ensuring enough joints have been allowed
for to carry the maximum load e.g. 4 joints used per shelf therefore the maximum loading is:
4 x 80kg = 320kg.
Round the figure up to the next whole number to determine minimum number of support joints
per level. Then review the load distribution.
It is usual that with more than two upright supports, that the inner ones will need to carry twice
as much as the outer supports. See examples in fig A to C below.

1/2

1/2

1/4

1/2

=
equal
Afb (A)

1/4

=
equal
Afb (B)

1/6

1/3

=
equal

1/3

=
equal

1/6

=
equal

Afb (C)
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DESIGN CONCEPT
AND PLANNING

Mobile or Static?

When static, the feet are unlikely to be a limiting factor in design. For mobile racks, castors are
provided with a load rating. Calculate the load per castor based on the rules as stated in the load
on castors and wheels section that can be found later on in this section. If the castor load values
exceed the stated capacity of the chosen castor, either upgrade the castor choice, or redesign the
rack to reduce capacity.
Adjust the Design Accordingly / Iterative Design

This can involve the addition of extra joints and support points as required (see above iteration
step that includes additional diagonal bracing to strengthen the side frames) where appropriate.
It is imperative for optimal use that diagonal braces transfer loads to load bearing points, e.g. a
vertical tube in contact with the floor. Horizontal bracing can be used but only where diagonals
are impractical, as triangulation is much more effective.
Review Height to Base Width Ratio
Keep to guidelines. Note castors can reduce effective base width. As outlined in a later section of
this document.
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DESIGN CONCEPT
AND PLANNING

Test Load Finished Unit

This is arguably the most important stage. The rack must be loaded to the potential maximum,
planned loads. This maintains safe working practice, and ensures that even under max load case
the rack will be stable. At this stage any excessive deflection bending in horizontal members
should be corrected by additional supports. To define ‘excessive’ please see the load tables found
in the tube deflection heading later on in this report. If the deflection measured falls within these
guidelines, then the deflection is safe.
Redesign & re-check as appropriate
This is where the iterative process really begins. If an issue has been discovered then it is back to
adjusting the design, the initial sketch or even the weight loadings stages. Once happy the rack
can now be put to use.
Keep a record of original design load criteria
One of the great benefits of FlowTube is its ability to adapt. It is important to review the design
by discussion with the end users. Checking and improving the design is simple but bear in mind
user alterations may affect loading. All alterations should be documented.
Regularly inspect when unit is in use
Since the Kaizen approach may lead to design modifications in use, the units should be checked
periodically to ensure they conform to the design load limitations
Refer to Flowstore in case of doubt
Flowstore values its customers and is always ready to offer advice. Training sessions for assembly
can be provided where required.

www.FlowTube.com
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TERMS

Lane Load
The term 'lane load' is understood to mean the load acting on a pair of roller tracks that carry
a single item (sometimes more tracks are required for larger items), container support tubes or
mounting brackets. The lane load results from the total weight of the individual containers.
Shelf Load / Level
The term 'shelf load' is understood to mean the load acting on a horizontal surface between two
vertical rows of upright tubes (corresponding to the load acting on all supporting joints). The
shelf load is the sum of the total lane loads. A shelf may have one or more lanes.
If no lanes are used, shelf load is the total load on other decking materials used, i.e. timber or steel
panels.
Bay Load
The term 'bay load' is understood to mean the total of the individual shelf loads acting between
two vertical tubular support frames. Several shelves may be arranged one above the other.
Run Load
'Run load' is the total of the individual bay loads making a run of bays. The run load is important
for the design of the adjustable feet (or castors). Bays joined together to form a run can increase
the loads on common shelf level support joints. If so, recalculate the joint loads generated by
adjacent bays.

Track load, shelf load & bay load

Lane

Shelf

Bay

Run

Electrical Conductivity (ESD)
For ESD applications all essential parts of a Flowtube construction have ESD variants, including
the tubes, joints, roller tracks, feet and wheels in order to be electrically dissipative.
EN 61340-5-1:2007 is the applicable standard for the construction of a system that guarantees an
electrical resistance of R < 1 x 109 ohm.
Whilst individual components may be ESD rated, the customer should check that dissipation
overall meets satisfactory requirements.
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TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Tube Deflection
The following tables set out benchmarks for the construction of static shelving. The values
given relate to practical deflection tests. The average measurement is the distance between two
adjacent supports.
Fig D

Fig E

Uniformly Distributed Load F

Point Load F

Average measurement M

Average measurement M

Deflection with Uniformly Distributed Load (UDL)

Deflection with Point Load

Values for Uniformly Distributed Load on the tube (Fig D)
Distance (mm)		500mm

750 mm		

1000 mm			

1250 mm			

1500 mm

Deflection (mm)

2.5*

5

5*

10

5*

10

15

5*

10

20

5*

10

DP2807 Load (kg)

150

270

105

210

57

105

140

30

55

95

20

45

65

DP2810 Load (kg)

195

345

135

255

60

120

165

35

70

135

22

45

80

DP2814 Load (kg)

225

450

180

300

75

170

230

40

85

165

27

50

95

DP2820 Load (kg)

260

480

195

320

90

180

255

45

95

185

30

55

110

20

S2807 Load (kg)

165

275

120

215

60

110

150

35

65

120

18

39

-

S2812 Load (kg)

245

450

180

330

80

165

240

50

95

180

30

55

95

*Recommended values (the relevent regulations are to be observed)

Values for Point Load in the middle of the tube (Fig E)
Distance (mm)		500mm

750 mm		

1000 mm			

1250 mm			

1500 mm

Deflection (mm)

2.5*

5

5*

10

5*

10

15

5*

10

20

5*

10

20

DP2807 Load (kg)

105

180

70

140

38

70

95

20

28

65

13

25

45

DP2810 Load (kg)

130

230

90

170

42

80

110

24

47

90

15

30

55

DP2814 Load (kg)

150

300

120

200

53

115

155

28

57

110

18

35

65
75

DP2820 Load (kg)

175

320

130

215

60

120

170

30

64

125

20

37

S2807 Load (kg)

110

190

80

145

40

75

100

25

45

80

12

26

-

S2812 Load (kg)

165

300

120

220

53

110

160

35

65

120

20

37

65

*Recommended values (the relevent regulations are to be observed)

Using double tube arrangement (joints GA-8, 2 x GA-1S or CM-100) the load can be more than
doubled, depending on the construction and use of the joints employed (see below)
GA-8S
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2x GA-1s

CM-100
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TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

		
Gripping Joint Strength
With a bolt tightening torque of 10 N/m in both the X and Y axes the joint grip strength is greater
than 80 kg by at least a safety factor of 2 minimum. Please refer to Page F-2 for the Nut & Bolt
tightening Torque Range
X

X

Y
X

Y

Y

X

X

Withdrawal or slip forces on joints

Load on Roller Tracks
The load on the individual roller tracks can be seen in the following table:
		
		
		
Series 35
Series 40

Roller		
0 Rollers
Track

Distance		
0 Axle
Between Rollers

GP3533B

28 mm

33.3 mm

Load Per 900
mm Roller Track

3 mm

60 kg

Load
Per Wheel
100 kg

CR-40A

34 mm

76 mm

4 mm

60 kg

		

GP4025M

34 mm

25 mm

3.3 mm

90 kg

		

GP4036A

34 mm

36 mm

		

GP4036B					

150 kg

		

GP4040A

150 kg

		

GP4040B					

150 kg

		

GP4050C

49 mm

50 mm			

150 kg

		

UR4050

43 mm

50 mm

4 mm

48 kg

Series 60

GP6016S

15 mm

16.6 mm

4 mm

60 kg

200 kg

		

GP6033B

30 mm

33.3 mm		

90 kg

200 kg

Series 70

GP7050BF

34 mm

50 mm

5 mm

120 kg

Series 85

GP8525M

34 mm

25 mm

3.3 mm

180 kg

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE

34 mm

4 mm		

40 mm			

150 kg

450 kg
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CASTOR & WHEEL
LOADING &
CONFIGURATIONS

Several considerations are needed when selecting the correct castor type for your application,
some of which can be found below:

• Gross Load - What is the total weight that the rack will be carrying?
• Powered towed or Manual - Do I need this rack to be towable, or will an operator
manoeuvre the rack?

• Wheel Material Type - What material provides the best solution in terms of noise, load, grip etc?
• Usage - Will the rack be in regular use, or occasional?
Gross Load
Working conditions for castors can vary enormously both with regard to the type of floor and also
the severity of the actual application.
Average working conditions are typified by many factories where one or more of the following
hazards may be present to a limited degree.
Overloading, shock loading, uneven floor surfaces – cracks, gullies, door guide rails etc. and the
floor surface may be of an abrasive nature.
It must be appreciated, however, that load capacity is not the only factor to be considered in
choosing castors for a specific job. It may often be necessary to choose a castor having given
a load capacity several times greater than the conditions appear to warrant ensuring that the
castors are capable of giving the desired performance.
Powered or Manual
An important factor when choosing a type of castor is the requirement for power towing. When
requiring a powered towing solution, fabricated castors should always be chosen.
Fabricated castors consist of heavy steel components that are precision machined. Tapered roller
bearings or ball racers are also used in the construction giving an extremely strong construction
suitable for extra heavy loads.
Wheel Material Type
For manual applications the choice of correct castor wheel is very closely related to the effort
which a man can exert. 18kgf (1) is the generally accepted figure for moving from a standing
start, but this must be reduced to 6-12kgf (2) once the unit is on the move. A man is able to
maintain this effort for reasonably short distances, but for longer distances of travel he cannot
be expected to maintain a force of more than 6kgf. See table below for material characteristics.
(1) ~100n (2) ~120n

Castor Wheel Material
		
		
		

Polyamide
(Nylon)

Semi-Elastic
Rubber

Floor Protection

Good

Good

Good

Shock Absorption

Good

Average

Average

Wear Resistance

Good

Good

Average

Rough Handling

Good

Average

Average

Hygienic

*NR

Average

Average

Wet Environment

*NR

Average

Average

Sound Dampening

Good

Good

Good

Rolling Resistance

Medium

Medium

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Non-Marking
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CASTOR & WHEEL
LOADING &
CONFIGURATIONS

Wheels can be divided into two main types:

• Resilient Tread Wheels (Soft Tread)
• Hard Tread Wheels
Resilient / Soft Tread Wheels
Resilient or soft tread wheels, such as rubber or polyurethane, give the ultimate in quietness
and floor protection but introduce a penalty from the point of view of ease of movement, as the
tractive resistance or effort required to move them is generally up to 3 times greater than that of
an equivalent size hard tread wheel.
Polyurethane, however, has the remarkable property of being able to carry loads approaching
that of cast iron. Polyurethane and elastic rubber have a great resistance to tearing and to abrasive
wear.
For many high-load manual applications soft tread wheels must be ruled out as although they
may be capable of carrying the very high load the force required to move the equipment would
require the effort of several men.
The quiet running and floor protecting properties of the resilient tread wheels make them
particularly suitable for power towing applications
Hard Tread Wheels
In the range of hard tread wheels it is usual to consider castors with cast iron wheels as a basic
standard, as these are generally the strongest and have the longest life. They are also certainly the
easiest to push and in many cases will, therefore, be the first choice for maximum mobility.
They have a disadvantage, however, of being rather noisy, will not suit uneven or debris flooring
and can sometimes cause excessive floor wear.
As an alternative to cast iron, injection moulded solid nylon wheels have been developed. Nylon
is unaffected by water and its use in the wet further enhances its self-lubricating properties. The
load capacity of nylon approaches that of cast iron and these wheels also have the additional
advantages of being quiet running, light in weight and also incapable of damaging floors. They
can also be used in the temperature range -40 °C to +80 °C, although at extremes of range it may
be necessary to de-rate the load capacity of the wheels by up to 25% for very arduous conditions.
For higher temperature applications reinforced phenolic or reinforced polyamide wheels should
be used.
Usage
Occasional Use
Castors fitted to a machine or other device to enable it to be delivered to the place where it is to
be used or to enable it to be moved occasionally for very short distances.
For this type of application wheels of a smaller diameter may well be acceptable and are often
used at their full rated capacity.
Regular Use
Castors for use on trucks, trolleys, trailers etc., which are used as a means of transportation (i.e.
they are loaded with goods of some description and then regularly moved from one place to
another).
For these applications it is essential that castors should have the lowest tractive resistance and
should also be able to swivel freely so that the trolley can be manoeuvred without too much
effort. To achieve this, wheels should be at least 100mm diameter and preferably 160mm or
more, regardless of the rated load capacity, and choose castors with swivel heads designed to
give maximum mobility. This will normally eliminate single ball race swivel heads for this type of
application.
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CASTOR & WHEEL
LOADING &
CONFIGURATIONS

Castor / Wheel Configurations
The type, size and castor quantity per rack will all have an effect on the maximum load rating that
a rack will carry and ease of movement.
Terminology
Swivel Castor

An assembly in which a housing containing a wheel is free to swivel
without restriction about the vertical axis of the swivel bearing with the
castor wheel axle offset.

Fixed Castor

An assembly containing a wheel which cannot swivel about its vertical axis.

Tractive Resistance The effort required moving a piece of FlowTube equipment fitted with
castors, this is usually expressed as a percentage of the total load carried.

WHEEL
CONFIGURATION

2x Swivel Castors and 2x Fixed Castors
The most practical configuration for industrial use.
This solution provides good load capacity with good
manoeuvrability and ensures accurate steering, even on
long straight runs. The trolley should normally be pushed
with the fixed castors leading.
Maximum capacity for each wheel =

Load
3

4x Swivel Castors
This arrangement provides good load capacity with
excellent manoeuvrability, suitable for winding runs
and where side motion is frequently required. However,
trolleys with this configuration may be difficult to guide
on straight runs, particularly with heavy loads and uneven
ground. Not recommended for ramps.
If castors are equipped with directional locks, this
arrangement is then suitable for long straight runs, a very
versatile arrangement.
Maximum capacity for each wheel =

Load
3

1x Swivel and 2x Fixed Castors
An economical solution for lightly loaded trolleys requiring
good manoeuvrability. The trolley must be fairly small in
size and it is essential that the load is evenly distributed to
ensure stability of the unit.
Maximum capacity for each wheel =

www.FlowTube.com

Load
3
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WHEEL
CONFIGURATION

3x Swivel Castors
The arrangement provides good load capacity with
excellent manoeuvrability. However, equipment with this
arrangement will be difficult to guide on straight runs
particularly on uneven ground.
This configuration is ideal for barrel dollies and small
portable machines.
Maximum capacity for each wheel =

Load
3

4x Swivel and 2x Fixed Castors Centrally Pivoting
Besides providing a very high load capacity, this arrangement
also assures greater manoeuvrability and stability with respect to
the following configuration. It is best used with very long trolleys
designed to carry heavy loads. The fixed castors can be replaced
by wheels mounted onto a central axle. The base of the unit must
be of robust construction. The swivel castors are mounted in such
a way as to pivot the trolley on the central wheels, it is usual to put
approximately 25mm of packaging above the two fixed castors
(wheels) and thus provide alternating load support, depending on which pair of wheels are in
contact with the floor. However, the swivel castors are subjected to shock loads if the trolley
is tipped or the load is not evenly distributed, the entire load thus rests on the 2 central fixed
castors/wheels.
Maximum capacity for each wheel =

Load
2

2x Swivel and 2x Fixed Castors Centrally Pivoting
This solution provides good load capacity and excellent
manoeuvrability in confined areas. The fixed castors can be
replaced by wheels mounted on a central axle. The two swivel
castors are mounted in such a way as to pivot the trolley
centrally, it is usual to put approx. 25mm of packing above the
two fixed castors and thus provide alternating load support.
However, the swivel castors are subjected to shock loads if the
trolley is tipped or the load is not evenly distributed. The entire
load rests on 2 central fixed castors/wheels
Maximum capacity for each wheel = Load
2

4 Fixed Castors Centrally Pivoting
An economical solution for moderate loads suitable for long,
straight runs with occasional changes in direction. The fixed
castors can be replaced by wheels mounted onto a central axle.
The two end castors are mounted in such a way as to pivot the
trolley on the central wheels, it is usual to put approximately
25mm of packing above the two fixed castors (wheels) and
thus provide alternating support. However, the end castors
are subjected to shock loads it the trolley is tipped or the load
is not evenly distributed. The entire load rests on the 2 central
fixed castors/wheels.
Maximum capacity for each wheel = Load
2
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SECURING SHELVING
& TROLLEYS AGAINST
OVERTURNING

To ensure a FlowTube assembly is stable, the height to width ratio of static units should not
exceed the ratios as stated below, unless permanently floor fixed. Units with castors should in
certain cases use a lower ratio, since if they hit an obstruction on the floor, they can topple...
The arrangement of the castors or feet determines the effective base dimensions, so this is
crucial for determining the maximum safe structure height. Each application needs individual
consideration.
Shelving:
Flowstore recommend a max 1:5 ratio between the feet of the shortest base dimension (A) and
the height of the topmost shelf (B) (see FIG H below).
Example: shelving depth: 400 mm ➞ maximum shelf height = 2,000 mm
Trolleys:
Flowstore recommend a range of between 1:3 to a max of 1:5 ratio between the wheel axle
distance (A) and the height of the topmost shelf (B) (see FIG I below).

B

B

A

A

(FIG H) Ratio of shelving depth to shelving height

(FIG I) Ratio of wheel axle distance to height of topmost shelf in
the case of movable shelving

In the summary table below, for example, it can be seen that insert castors provide the greatest
stability as they have the greatest base width. Also, simply repositioning the plated castors moves
the point of floor contact, changing the base width and in turn affecting the safe working height.
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Rack Width
(centres in mm)

Castor
Size (mm)

Base
Width (mm)

Base To
Height Ratio

Max
Height (mm)
1900

1) Insert Castors

500

125

380

1:5

2) Plated Castors (Crossways Mounted)

500

125

165

1:5

825

3) Plated Castors (Lengthways Mounted)

500

125

290

1:5

1450
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SECURING SHELVING
& TROLLEYS AGAINST
OVERTURNING

E.g. Worst Case Scenario for 500mm rack widths – all castors facing inwards:

(Perpendicular
cross bracing
with GA6s)

380mm
1) Insert Castors

165mm
2) Plated Castors (crossways mounted)

290mm
3) Plated Castors (lengthways mounted)

Common Sense
When designing a FlowTube solution, common sense safety considerations must also be a factor
of the design process. For example, consider where the centre of gravity will be on both a fully
loaded and partially loaded rack. Also, as a rule of thumb, if a FlowTube solution is to be loaded
and picked from by hand, then generally it is the right system. If loading and unloading require
mechanical assistance, then an alternative solution should be used.

ASSEMBLY

Getting Started
Assembly of a FlowTube solution can be done from either a pre-designed solution, where
the tube lengths, joint and component quantities are fully specified from a drawing
materials list and the outcome is known prior to assembly; or by developing the design as
the solution is being built, adjusting and modifying until the desired solution is reached.
Either way, certain assembly guidelines need to be adhered to.
Tubes
Tubes are very basic and therefore simple to prepare. Cut the tubes to length, with hacksaw, chop
saw or band saw and de-burr cut ends; a sharp cutting blade will minimise burring.
Tube & Joint Interfaces
It is important that tubes are correctly inserted into the joints. This ensures that tubes are being
correctly clamped and maximises the stability and safety of the system.

ERROR

✘

✔

Ensure the tubes are fully inserted into the joint before tightening.
For joints in which a tube terminates, there should be 30mm of joint
sleeving the tube.

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE

✘
Do not splice, or join two tube ends
inside a joint head. This is not
considered a safe practice.
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Joint Assembly
Place the tube against the joint arrester (possible to check this from the insertion markings)

✔
WRONG Tube incorrectly inserted,

CORRECT tube correctly inserted

and out of the insertion marks

against arrester, with tube against
insertion mark

Insertion marks (shown by the two
red lines), are positioned on the
side of the joint and are used as a
quick reference to ensure the tube is
correctly inserted

Position the joint components in place over a tube. Insert the T-nut(s) into the recess(es) on the
least accessible side of the joint assembly, with the shoulder of the nut sticking through the hole
and the flat edges captivated by the recess sides.

T-Nut(s)

Bolt(s)
Insert T-Nut(s) into
recess(es) on joint
component
Insert bolt(s) from
outside of assembly

The shoulder of the nut will improve the interface between the nut and bolt, allowing the threads
to engage inside of the joint assembly.
NB. Please refer to page F-2
for nut and bolt tightening
torque range

✔
WRONG Nut placed incorrectly, with

CORRECT Nut correctly inserted so

collar facing away from the joint assembly

collar is inserted into the joint assembly

The bolt may then be inserted into the joint assembly from a more accessible side of the joint,
typically on the outside of the rack, there the bolt head may be tightened by hand at first, then by
5mm Allen key or power tool with suitable adapter.

www.FlowTube.com
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Check that the joints are connected neatly so that the joint sleeves are parallel, and correctly
dovetailed:

✔
WRONG Joints mounted incorrectly

WRONG Joint strength reduced as a

CORRECT Dovetail alignment correct

(dovetails are not in alignment)

result of incorrect alignment

.

An approximate torque of 10N/m is recommended for optimum clamping strength; too much
under this torque and the joints may slip; too much over this torque and the joint components
may deform under the excessive clamping force. Please refer to Page F-2 for the Nut & Bolt
tightening Torque Range.
Joints can be removed and re-assembled.
Dimensional Tolerance
FlowTube is designed with +/-1mm tolerance. This ensures that tube lengths are fully inserted
into joints, which maximises the effectiveness of the clamping friction.
Similarly rack depths for roller tracks are set around a full pitch length of the roller track, to ensure
roller tracks sit fully in the adapter brackets (see below for example using flat tube).

✔
Inserts & End Caps
Threaded inserts and inner end caps are push
fit and hammered into the open tube ends.
Please ensure that the flat of the insert is
aligned with the tube weld seam.

Inner Cap

(See castor section for further details)
Threaded Insert

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Adapters, Accessories & Components
All other components are quick and easy to use; their application implicit, so require little or no
training for assembly and use.

This section follows the suggested assembly route for an example of a FIFO - 4 level feed/1 return
flow rack showing examples of different variations at each stage on the left hand side:

1: Build side frames with feet
Stanchion Mount

Rubber

Adjustable

2: Add structural bracing

45 degree

Straight

Adjustable angle

Adjustable angle

www.FlowTube.com
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3: Add cross-tubes

Single

Double

4: Attach castors

5: Fit track and guide at set height

• Track slots into track adaptors that is then a push fit onto the cross tube.
• Guide simply slides onto the track before attaching track adaptors.
• Track generally supported underneath with at least 1x cross tube.

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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6: Fit remaining levels

•

Set levels at required pitch with track at 6%
nom. gradient.

7: Add & secure accessories

BASIC GUIDANCE

•

Attach any melamine faced worktops/steel
panels/tool rails etc.

•
•

Add inner caps
Check dimensions against drawing, ensure
joints fully inserted and appropriate joints
are perpendicular

		
Maximum width/length
Maximum width/length (without support) with
Single Tube:
Thickness Of
Tube Wall

Max Width

Max Length

0.7 – 1.0 mm

1,000 mm

1,000 mm

1.2 – 1.4 mm

1,300 mm

1,300 mm

* Dependent on loading

Maximum width (without support) with
Double Tube:
Thickness Of
Tube Wall

Max Width

0.7 – 1.0 mm

1,200 mm

1.2 – 1.4 mm

1,600 mm

* Dependent on loading

Width
Length

www.FlowTube.com
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Use of Crossbars
Crossbars are recommended for spans in excess of 1,000 mm

✔
WRONG No crossbars, roller tracks bend

CORRECT Support provided by crossbars

✔

✔

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Use of Diagonals
• There is a risk of twisting and instability if no diagonals are used
• Always to be used with dynamic loads as a matter of course

✔
WRONG No diagonals

•
•

CORRECT With diagonals

Diagonals always orientated in direction of flow (roller track)
Mounting styles:
Construction Height
Up To 1800mm

Single diagonal

Construction Height
Over 1800mm

Divided diagonal

Larger Construction Lengths

Double diagonal

Recommendations for Assembly
• All upper tubes to be always unbroken in length
• All lower tubes to be separate at feet
• All load-bearing tubes to be carried through right down to
the floor (wheel/foot)

Assembly of basic frame

www.FlowTube.com
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Roller Tracks
Calculating the length of the roller tracks (roller track cut size)

S = 930 (Cut Size of Roller

Track)

A = 1000 (External Dimensions)

S = A – 70 mm
Roller track cut size (S) = external dimensions (A) – 70 mm
or
S = I – 14 mm
Roller track cut size (S) = internal dimensions (I) – 14 mm

•

If a roller is close to a saw cut it needs to be removed before cutting and (if possible) be
reinserted.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important: The roller must not protrude over the edge!
All load-bearing tubes to be carried through right down to the floor (wheel/foot)
Roller tracks must be trimmed at right angles
Length of roller tracks without vertical support: max. 1000 mm
Clearance width between lateral guides = size of container + 10 mm (5 mm each side)
The rollers should run on the edge of the container
Where containers or components with a sensitive surface are employed a rubber roller should
be used (e.g. GP7050BF)

•

Gradient: approx. 6% (60 mm over 1000 mm length) as reference value (trials recommended);
the slope depends on:
		 - The weight of the containers
		 - The condition of the container base
		 - The type of rollers
		 - In the case of cardboard packaging you may require more
		 - In the case of lighter containers, if those standing on the roller track do not run of their 		
own accord, increase the gradient

•
•

Roller track series 40 (GP4036A) can be employed as standard
Where the base of the containers is uneven (e.g. VDA containers), consider use of GP6016S
roller tracks.

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Lateral Guides
The choice of lateral guide depends on the weight of the load bearers, space requirement
and price.
We recommend conducting trials with various lateral guides in order to achieve ideal results.

Lateral guide with smooth pipe or full slide pipe; the GAP-11 conical ring prevents containers from sticking to the edge of the joint

www.FlowTube.com

GP4050C roller track with guide rollers

SG-28A guide track

RG-40A guide track

PG-40 guide track

RG-40C guide track

RG-40D guide track

RG-35B guide track

Stainless Tube guide track
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Castors
Type of mounting:
For loads up to ~80 kg/castor
(Depending upon castor wheel size): Threaded Castor + Threaded Insert (BS/BC)
Mounting material per castor:
1 x Threaded Insert BS/BC…
(Depending on type of pipe)
For assembly
– use thread lock on castor thread
prior to assembly
Where applicable, the milled end
flank of the threaded insert is to be
aligned with the welded seam on the
inside of the tube.

For loads up to ~200 kg/castor
(Depending upon castor wheel size): Fixing plate (max. 100 x 85 mm) + CM-200.
Mounting material per castor:
4 x Castor Mounts (CM-200)
4 x M8 x 40 Bolts
4 x M8 Half Nyloc Nuts

Central Wheel Fixture
In a 6 castor arrangement, the fixed castors are often used in the middle of the rack, with a swivel
castor at either end. This aids the manoeuvrability of the rack in question. An additional tube is
often used to aid stability and alignment of the castor mounting brackets. Some examples of
mounting the fixed castor can be found below.

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Feet
Attaching the feet

•

•

The selection of the diameter of the
foot elements depends on the total
load and floor condition. To be able
to join racks that are adjacent to each
other the 32mm foot has to be used.

Tube

Feet may be installed in the tube using
a BS/BC threaded insert. The correct
insert must be used and is dependent
on the tube thickness, as well as the
type of thread on the foot (i.e. metric or
imperial). Where applicable, the milled
end flank of the threaded inserts is to
be aligned with the welded seam on
the inside of the tube.

•

We recommend placing the joint for
the cross brace directly over the tube
area containing the BS/BC insert.

•

Max. distance of cross brace from floor:
200 mm

•

To secure against twisting a lock nut
may be used

BS/BC
Insert

Foot

Assembly of mounting feet

NB.
See page K-10 and K-11 for levelling feet
and inserts

Cross brace fixed to a BS/BC

www.FlowTube.com
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Flow Racks
Ergonomic picking options

•
•
•

Standard end stops
Sections staggered at rear
Containers angled forward

Workbench
• Recommended projection of work-top:
20mm laterally and at rear, 40mm at
front

•

Foot room: place frontal transverse
tube back 250mm

•

3 pairs of feet are recommended for
lengths in excess of 1,600mm

Standard end-stops

Angled containers (upper rows) and sections
staggered towards rear

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Due diligence on the part of the operator
Perfect safety in operation can only be achieved if all necessary precautions are in place. It is the
responsibility of the system operator to plan these measures and check that they are carried out.
In particular the operator needs to ensure that

•
•

the systems are only used in compliance with regulations
the systems are only operated in a faultless, functional state and are regularly checked for
efficiency and safety

•

only sufficiently qualified and authorised personnel operate, maintain and repair the systems

Use in compliance with regulations
All systems stated above (except for the work benches) are intended solely for transporting
containers or components up to the maximum load (stated on the type identification plate).
The following uses are not permitted:

•
•
•
•
•

do not store materials outside
overloading or unbalanced loading of the systems
accumulated loads
alterations and modifications to the systems supplied by Flowstore
presence of persons within the safety area used by mobile systems such as trailers, trolleys or
shooter wagons

•

carrying out of inspection, cleaning or maintenance work on systems currently in operation

The observance of all safety notices is covered by the regulations, as is the obligation to carry out
all inspection and maintenance work at the prescribed intervals.
Safe operation of the systems is guaranteed only where they are used in compliance with these
provisions. The system operator and not the manufacturer is liable for any personal injury or
material damage resulting from use that does not comply with regulations.
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Definition of Types of Usage
Type 1: work benches
Type 2: storage and flow racks
Type 3: transport trolleys and (manually guided) shelf trolleys

•
•

Type 3a: with base frames using standard tubes
Type 3b: with base frames using square tubes

Tolerances Installation
FlowTube assemblies should be correctly assembled in vertical and horizontal planes. On storage
racks and flow racks, the verticals should be within 1:200 of height (i.e. 5mm per metre).
Storage levels should be perpendicular, and level to 1:300 of span (nom 3mm per metre).
Maintenance
Notes

•

Use only original parts.

The following points should be noted once maintenance work has been completed:

•
•

Make sure again that all loosened bolts have been fully tightened
Check that all the components that have been previously removed have been properly
replaced

Type Of Use

Interval

Task

Type 1: workbenches
1 x year
			

Make random checks of connecting bolts (depending on how they
are used as well as the manner of loading) by a qualified employee

		

Visual check for damage by a qualified employee

1 x week

Type 2: storage flow rack
1 x year
			
		

1 x week

Random checks of connecting bolts (depending on how they are
used as well as the manner of loading) by a qualified employee
Visual check for damage by a qualified employee

Type 3: transport & shelf trolleys
1 x year
			

Check for surface damage to the rollers
Check track is fully inserted within the track adaptors

		
1 x month
			

Random checks of connecting bolts (depending on how they are
used as well as the manner of loading) by a qualified employee

		

Visual check for damage by a qualified employee

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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Checklist for Flow Racks
		

Yes ✔

No ✘

Yes ✔

No ✘

Yes ✔

No ✘

Electrically conductive version?
Required type of tube checked (CP / SUS)?
Required wall thickness specified?
Load capacity & security against toppling checked?
Supporting feet or wheels?
Load supports checked for correct gradient?
Type of lane segregation planed (guide or tube)?
Type of end stops required (GP-A, GP-B,GP-D)
Shelf track dimensioned / specified?
(Track type, Load bearers per track, Tracks per shelf, Shelves per bay)

Checklist for Trolleys
		
Electrically conductive version?
Chassis size (standard tube or square tube construction)
Required type of tube checked (CP / SUS)?
Required wall thickness specified?
Load capacity & security against toppling checked?
Castor type, load capacity and dimensions?
Coupling / towing system

Checklist for Workbench
		
Electrically conductive version?
Type determined (seated or standing workplace)?
Required type of tube checked (CP / SUS)?
Required wall thickness specified?
Type of worktop (ME, RS, MP or SC) established?
Supporting feet or castors?
Accessories allowed for?
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Checklist for Assembly
		

Yes ✔

No ✘

ETube correctly inserted?
Necessary supports and castors inserted?
Diagonal bracing fitted?
Bolts correctly tightened?
Minimum dimensions observed?
Tubes and lateral guides etc. de-burred?
Open tube ends sealed with tube caps
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